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Readily Provide You With
1. Cross references to the cited case as elsewhere reported.
2. Affirmances, reversals, dismissals and, modifications of
the cited case by state courts and the United States Su-
preme, Court.
3. References to any case overruling the cited case and to
cases connected or parallel to, the cited case.
4. In all editions, fully analyzed citations by the federal
courts.
5. In every state edition, fully analyzed citations by courts
of that particular state to Which that edition relates.
6. Citations in most state editions to cases reported prior
to the National Reporter System as cited in all units of
the Reporter Series.
7. In addition to the coverage outlined above the citations
to cases- in the Shepard units for the National Reporter
System also show citations to each case from all other
state cases in every unit of the Reporter Series.
8. Citations in American Law Reports annotations and in
articles in law reviews and bar journals.
In such manner, the more than seventy editions of Shepard's
Citations indicate the judicial history and later treatment
of every case decided by any court of appellate jurisdiction
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